Form 8—Auction Notice—Motorcycle owned by auctioneer or to be auctioned on
behalf of a dealer
Second-hand Vehicle Dealers Act 1995
The dealer
Manufacturer and model:
Year of manufacture:
Year of first registration:
Registration No:
Engine No (if not registered):
Odometer reading when the motorcycle was acquired from the last owner who was not a dealer
(specify miles or kilometres):
To the best of the dealer's knowledge, information and belief, can this odometer reading be
regarded as reasonably accurate? (Yes or No)
If not, why not?
To the best of the dealer's knowledge, information and belief, was the motorcycle used as a rental
or hire motorcycle by the last owner who was not a dealer? (Yes or No)

The last owner
The last owner of the motorcycle who was not a dealer was:
Name:
Address:
Note: If the owner's name and address are not supplied in this form, they are available from the
dealer on request.
Note—
Although the auctioneer is required to include the last owner's name and address, or provide this
information on request, an auctioneer who fails to do this may have a defence if he or she can prove
that reasonable inquiries were made and a proper examination of the vehicle conducted. (For example,
if the vehicle was purchased at an interstate auction, the auctioneer may not be able to ascertain the last
owner's details despite having made reasonable inquiries.)

If that owner carried on a vehicle leasing business and let the motorcycle on hire to another person
under a vehicle leasing agreement:
Name of that other person (if known):
Address:
[Insert N/A if not applicable]
Note: If the person's name and address are not supplied in this form, they are available from the
dealer on request.

The seller
Auctioneer's name:
Business address:
If the motorcycle is to be auctioned on behalf of a dealer:
Name in which selling dealer is licensed:

-2Business address:
[Insert N/A if not applicable]

Important information
There is no duty to repair second-hand motorcycles under the Second-hand Vehicle Dealers
Act 1995.

